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Second joint meetings
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First joint meetings

15 September 
Registration closes

May  
Registration opens

The CMB Mentorship Programme is the forum for professionals who 
want to influence tomorrow’s leaders. It is also for students who would 
like the opportunity to gain an invaluable exchange of experience with 
skilful leaders from different sections of the built environment sector.

“As a student, you get a valuable and useful insight into how 
things work in our industry. Through my mentor, I also get the 
opportunity to start building my own professional network, and 
a great opportunity to share your ideas with someone having 
expertise and experience.”

Tim Jonsson, student at DCPM2 and coordinator of the 
mentoring program 2015/2016.

“It feels great, and is important for our company,y  that through 
mentorship keep in contact with studets at Chalmers and 
thus gain insight about their major challenges  are within the 
education for our industry  today. We also get to understand more 
about  the demands young graduates put on us as employers, 
which is important if we are to attract expertise in the future.”

Henrik Orrsjö, Business Development Manager at JM

The CMB Mentorship Programme is a platform for exchange of experience and knowledge between 
students and the business world. The aim is to give tomorrow’s leaders the best possible preparation 
for forthcoming challenges through bringing professionals and students together in meetings where 
relationships can be formed and where the students can obtain support in their development. The 
programme’s objective is to create the conditions for a courteous and open interaction where the 
student and the mentor can show clearly what drives them.
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Continuous contact between mentor and student



May  
Final meetings

February 
Third joint meetings

December 
Second joint meetings

October 
First joint meetings

Who can apply?
Students
The programme is directed at second-year 
students taking the DCPM*. It is open to both 
Swedish and international students.

Mentors
The programme is open to leaders employed 
throughout the built environment sector who 
would like to have an exchange with students 
and other mentors. A condition is that the 
company is a principal in CMB.

Scope
Four joint meetings will be held during the 
year. The meetings will have various themes 
such as ‘leadership’ and ‘first job’. Besides the 
scheduled meetings, it is up to the mentor and 
mentee to allocate the time that they feel is 
reasonable. In previous years there have been an 
average of 3 to 4 meetings.

Practical issues
Registration, for both students and mentors, 
takes place via forms on CMB’s website: www.
cmb-chalmers.se/mentorprogram.html

Registration is open from May to September 
15th. Selection takes place at the end of 
September and matched pairs are notified via 
email, no later than October 10th. Further 
information and a digital version of this folder 
are available on CMB’s website.

Contact
Jonas Apelqvist is host for 
the programme and can be 
contacted by e-mail:  
cmb-mentorship@chalmers.se

* What is DCPM?
The Design and Construction Project Management (DCPM) masters programme is aimed at 
the entire built environment sector and offers a programme which meets the requirements of 
the sector. Further information is available on CMB’s website, www.cmb-chalmers.se.
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